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Abstract—This paper presents a highly parallel turbo decoder
architecture for 3GPP LTE standard with a new non-recursive
max∗ operator. High parallelism is introduced at several levelsto
achieve high throughput, to meet LTE requirements. The decoder
supports all codes specified by LTE and features low complexity,
obtained by using the new non-recursivemax∗ operator. The
decoder achieves a maximum throughput of 376.4 Mbps at
250 MHz, occupying an area of 1.62mm2 on 90-nm Standard
Cell ASIC technology . The decoder shows better decoding
efficiency (Bits/Cycle/Iterations) and throughput to area ratio
(Throughput/mm2) than many of the previously implemented
decoders.

Keywords—3GPP LTE; iterative decoding; parallel turbo de-
coder; VLSI architecture

I. I NTRODUCTION

Turbo codes [1] have gained huge attention in the last
twenty years. Indeed Turbo codes achieve Near Shannon
limit capacity, excellent error correction performance, intrinsic
parallelism and high coding gain which made them an eligible
candidate for a large number of wireless communication
standards e.g., WiMax [2], 3GPP LTE [3], UMTS-LTE [4],
CCSDS [5]. LTE (Long Term Evolution) is the next step
forward in cellular 3G and 4G services. It is designed to meet
carrier needs for high speed data and media transport as wellas
high capacity voice support. The standard specifies data rates
up to 100 Mbps in the down-link (two MIMO channels), 50
Mbps in the up-link (single channel) and 20 MHz bandwidth
channel.

VLSI implementation of turbo decoders is a challenging
task because of high throughput constraints of the standards. A
lot of research has been carried out to implement efficient de-
coders satisfying area, speed and power constraints [6][7][8].
Typically two SISO (Soft Input Soft Output) processors are
concatenated in parallel in order to achieve high throughput.
Parallelism can be introduced in the decoding process at sev-
eral levels to improve decoding speed [9] e.g., using multiple
processors, exploiting the trellis representation parallelism to
decode a set of bits, internal parallelization by using multiple
windows in each processing element [10], which eventually
reduces the latency. However, highly parallel architectures
introduce high complexity in terms of hardware and logic.
In the proposed decoder architecture, several of previously
mentioned methods have been adopted to improve throughput,
along with a novel implementation of non-recursive max∗

operator [11]. In the non-recursive max∗ implementation the

complexity and overhead of the operator is reduced by com-
puting the n-input max∗ as a whole instead of recursively
applying the 2-input max∗ operation. In the low complexity
max∗ operator, the two maximums are calculated and using
the two outputs, the final maximum is found.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the code adopted in LTE. In this section the
explanation of BCJR algorithm, that is the core of turbo
decoding, is given. Section III details the proposed architecture
including the overview of the main modules, focusing on the
novelty in the architecture i.e., the non-recursive max∗. The
implementation results along with the comparisons are shown
in Section IV. Finally, the whole architecture is concludedin
Section V.

II. LTE TURBO CODES AND DECODING ALGORITHM

The 3GPP LTE turbo codes are based on the parallel
concatenation of two 8-state Convolutional Codes (CCs) and
one Quadratic Polynomial Permutation (QPP) interleaver [12].
The constituent code used in 3GPP LTE is a single binary
systematic CC. The generated input frame is fed into the
convolutional encoder of rate 1/3. An information sequence
u is encoded by a convolutional encoder, and an interleaved
version ofu is encoded by a second convolutional encoder.
The initial values of the shift registers of the 8-state constituent
encoders are all zeros. After encoding of the current frame,
termination is performed: during the last three cycles of the
frame, values are input into the encoder to force it to the zero
state. The total number of output bits generated by the encoder
is L = 3 ·K +12, where 40≤ K ≤ 6144 is the frame length.
The last 12 bits are the trellis termination bits.

A. Decoder

The main processing elements inside each decoder are the
Soft-In–Soft-Out (SISO) modules [13] which executes the
Bahl–Cocke–Jelinek–Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [14], usually
in its logarithmic form [15]. The SISO module processes
the intrinsic log-likelihood ratios (LLRs), received fromthe
channel, of a coded symbolc and calculates the extrinsic in-
formation for the information bitsu. The LLRs are exchanged
by the SISO modules through the interleaving/deinterleaving
permutation lawsΠ /Π−1. The output extrinsic LLR of symbol
u at thekth step is computed as
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Figure 1. Complete Turbo Decoder
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whereδ = 0.75 is a scaling factor [16]. The trellis transition
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where α and β are known as forward and backward state
metrics and are calculated during forward and backward
recursions, whileγ is the branch metric and is calculated for
each transition. SISO takes the following steps to calculate
extrinsics and the output bits:

1) It calculatesγ for the trellis sectionk using the system-
atic and parity channel LLRs and the a-priori informa-
tion coming from the other SISO, as in (5).

2) From the calculatedγ, it computesα by adding the
previous α to the correspondingγ. So (3) can be
expanded as,

αk =
∗

max
(

α1
k−1+ γ1,α2

k−1+ γ2
)

(6)

3) β is calculated in the same way likeα, but in this case
the recursion is in reverse direction (see (4)).

4) After calculatingα, β andγ, the final step is to calculate
the extrinsic information and the decoded bit value, as
in (1) and (2). The calculated extrinsics are passed to
the other SISO by means of interleaver memory, while
the decoded bit is stored in the decoded bits memory
after a certain number of iterations.

III. PROPOSEDARCHITECTURE

The current 3GPP LTE standard features native code rate
of 1/3, while higher code rates can also be achieved through
external rate matching. All the block sizes are even numbers
and are divisible by both 4 and 8 , besides all the block sizes
greater than 512, 1024 and 2048 are also divisible by 16, 32
and 64 respectively [17]. The complete architecture is shown
in Fig. 1.

The major modules of the decoder are: (i) the 16 SISO pro-
cessors, which execute the BCJR algorithm, (ii) the 16 mem-
ories storing the extrinsic values, (iii) two 16x16 switching
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Figure 2. SISO Processors and Its Major Modules

networks for data transfer from processors to memories and
from memories to processors, (iv) the address generator which
generates addresses using (7) and (v) the control unit. 3GPP
LTE standard uses QPP (Quadratic Permutation Polynomial)
[12], which has been proved to be contention free. The QPP
interleaver of sizeN can be expressed as,

f (xo) =
(

f1 ·xo+ f2 ·x
2
o

)

modN (7)

The details of the interleaver are shown in [18], where
all the addresses are generated on-the fly for any parallelism
factor andf1 and f2 are given in the standard and their value
depends on the block sizeN [17]. The decoder is designed to
support the maximum code length i.e.,N=6144. The maximum
depth of the extrinsic memories isN/P, whereN=6144 and
P=16. On each clock cycle the address generators output 16
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addresses and the minimum of these 16 address is calculated
through MIN-16 block, which is the effective address for
each extrinsic memory. During the forward recursion, all
generated addresses are also stored in theAddrBuffer, which
is a LIFO of W height, whereW is the maximum window
length. After forward recursion through one complete window,
the backward recursion is started and also on the same time
the SISO produces the extrinsics, which are passed to the
memories through the switching matrix. The address for the
write operation (in the extrinsic memories) is always taken
from theAddrBuffer.

α-init and β -init modules calculate and hold the initial
values ofα and β . The encoder always starts from all-zero
state, which implies thatα-init is a pre-computed value, while
for β , three tail bits are used with a backward recursion to
calculate the value ofβ at N−1 state.

The batcher sorters [19] are used to manage the switching
data from SISO to memory and from memory to SISO [20].
The switching matrix takes the data, coming from a memory
bank, and the address, generated by the correspondingAddr
generator, and it sorts the data w.r.t. the addresses. Two
switching matrix are used in order to have parallel read and
write operations.

There are 16 SISO processors, where each processor passes
theα andβ to the neighboring SISO, as suggested in [6]. The
β -in for the first, second, fourth and eights is multiplexed with
either theβ -out of the neighboring SISO or from theβ -init
module. The SISO processors will be discussed in detail in
the next section.

The control unit enables the decoder to work for different
code lengths. Each code length is associated to a parallelism
degree that can be 1,2,4,8 and 16. For example, it enables only
1 SISO processor and only one address generator when the
smallest block size is selected. Similarly, the select signals for
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Table I. QUANTIZATION

No. of bits
Channel LLRs λ s,λ p 6

Ext./Intrinsics λ int. 8
Branch metrics γ 12
State Metrics α ,β 12

the multiplexers at the inputs ofα andβ processors are sent
by the control signal, in order to pass the correctα ′s andβ ′s
to the processors at the end of oneN/P bits andN/(P/NWP)
bits respectively. Similarly, the control unit is adaptiveenough
to generate control signal for the data path in order to have
correct operation scheduling.

A. SISO processor

The SISO, shown in Fig. 2, is the main processing unit in
turbo decoding. In this work, 16 parallel SISO processors are
employed, each of which implements (1) to (5) to calculate the
extrinsic values and the output bits. The complete architecture
of the SISO unit is shown in Fig. 2. Each SISO gets channel
LLRs i.e., systematic and parity, the apriori information from
memories and the starting state metrics forα andβ recursions
from other SISOs. The incoming frame is divided inP input
buffers, whereP is the number of SISOs. Each SISO decodes
the corresponding input bits. So each SISO works onN

P bits,
where N is the block size. According to Fig. 2, the SISO
performs the following decoding operations:

1) The α-BMU (Branch Metric Unit) calculates theγs’
(branch metrics) combining the LLRs and the apriori
information using (5). At the same time, the BMU-MEM
stores all the incoming LLRs and the intrinsic informa-
tion. BMU-MEM is a LIFO memory. The architecture
of the BMU is shown in Fig. 2b.

2) After each calculation ofα-BMU, the α-processor cal-
culates the 8 newαs’ using previousα and theγ coming
from BMU. Eight processing elements (PE-0 ... PE-
7) execute in parallel following (3). The newαs’ are
normalized subtracting the maximum from each of them.
Finally the calculatedαs’ are stored in theα-MEM,
which is a LIFO memory as well. The architecture of
α-processor is shown in Fig. 2c.

3) When theαs’ for a complete window are calculated, the
β -BMU and theβ -processor start calculating the theγs′

andβs’ respectively, in the backward direction using (5)
and (4).

4) The λ -processor executes in parallel with theβ -
processor. So after each calculation of aβ , the λ -
processor calculates the extrinsic, using (1), and also
estimates the output bit. The architecture is shown in
Fig. 2d.

Each SISO uses three different memories i.e.,α-MEM, BMU-
MEM and the β -MEM. The α-MEM stores theαs’ while
traversing the trellis in the forward direction and the BMU-
MEM stores the incoming intrinsic and the a-priori LLRs. In
Table I, the number of bits required to represent each data
managed by the decoder is shown. Table II shows the total
memory utilization in the architecture.

Table II. MEMORIES USED IN THE ARCHITECTURE

Unit Size (kbit)
α−MEM 36.864

BMU-MEM 9.216
β−local-MEM 24.576
Addr. LIFO 0.216
Addr. Init 114.56
Input Buff. 110.592

Output Buff. 6.144
Extrinsic Mem. 49.152

Total 351.32

B. Non-recursivemax∗ operator

Theλ -processor executes (1) and (2). In (1), the non-recursive
max∗ operator [11] is used to find the maximum from all the
inputs. In general the max∗ operator is recursive in nature,
where on each recursion it finds the maximum from 2 inputs
and then the result is compared with the third one and so
on. In recursive max∗ for n input values the max∗ operator is
applied recursivelyn–1 times, From (8) it is evident that the
max∗ operator havingn input values can be computed non-
recursively as it requires only knowledge of the maximum
amongn values and an additive correction term depending on
the second maximum value amongn values. The non-recursive
max∗ is implemented to find the two maximum from the 8
inputs using a simple maximum finding tree and a small look-
up table (LUT), as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the max∗

implementation with 2 inputs, which is used in calculation of
(3) and (4). The max∗ operator can be given as

∗
max
i=1:n

(xi)≃ max
i=1:n

(xi)+ log{[1+exp(−δ )]} (8)

The log{[1+exp(−δ )]} in (8) is the correction term, which
is pre-computed and is stored in a small LUT. The difference
between the first maximum and the second maximum , namely
δ , becomes the address for the LUT. The data from the LUT
is then added to the first maximum to find the max∗ output.

IV. RESULTS

To decrease the amount of memory and to increase the
throughput, large number of windows are used for large code
lengths. Each SISO processor works with up to 16 windows.
In this case, each SISO is decoding 384 bits. The window is
24 bit long. So at each clock cycle, the address generators
produce 16 addresses. The data from the memory and the
corresponding addresses from the address generators are fed
into the permutation network and finally based on the sorting
of addresses, the data reaches its destinations [18].

The throughput of the decoder is calculated as in [23]:

Throughput=
N×F

2.I
(

N
P +W

) (9)

where N is the number of decoded bits,F is the clock
frequency at which the decoder is synthesized,I is the number
of iterations,P is the number of SISO processors, andW is
the window length. The BER and FER results, shown in Fig.
5 and Fig. 6 respectively, are obtained with 5 and 9 iterations
for code length 6144. Stopping the decoding after 5 iterations
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Table III. RESULTS COMPARISONS: Radix/Processor (Rdx/Proc.), CMOS Technology Process (Tech.), Iterations (Iter.),Clock Frequency (Freq.), Memory
(Mem), Active Area (Area), Normalized Area (N.A.), Throughput (TP.), Throughput to Area Ratio (TAR = Mbps/mm), Decoding Efficiency (DE =
Bits/Cycle/Iterations)

Design Proposed [6] [7] [8] [17] [20] [18] [21] [22]

Standard LTE LTE,WiMAX LTE LTE LTE LTE LTE LTE
LTE,WiMAX,

DVB-RCS
Rdx./Proc. 2/16 4/8 2/8 2/8 2/64 4/8 2/16 2/32 4/2
Tech (nm) 90 130 90 90 65 130 90 90 65

Iter. 5 8 8 8 6 5.5 5 5.5 6
Freq. 250 250 275 275 400 300 200 486 520

Mem (Kb) 351.32 N/A N/A N/A N/A 129 413.35 N/A N/A
Area (mm2) 1.62 10.7 2.10 2.10 8.3 3.57 2.10 13.82 0.644
N.A. (mm2) 1.62 5.12 2.10 2.10 15.91 1.71 2.10 13.82 1.234
TP. (Mbps) 376.47 187.5 130 129 1310.72 390.6 284.4 1138 170

TAR 232.39 36.62 61.90 61.42 82.83 228.42 135.43 82.34 137.76
DE 7.53 6 3.78 3.75 19.66 7.16 7.11 12.88 1.96
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Figure 5. Bit Error Rate (BER), code rate 1/3

instead of 9 introduces a penalty of about 0.5 dB at BER
level 10−4, but offers increased throughput and reduced energy
dissipation.. It is also shown in Fig. 5 and 6 that the non-
recursive max∗ achieves slight gain over the recursive one.

The synthesis is carried out on Synopsys Design Vision
with 90 nm standard cell technology at a clock frequency
of 250 MHz. The proposed architecture achieves a maximum
throughput of 376.4 Mbps, occupying an area of 1.62mm2.

Table III shows the comparison of the proposed architecture
with some already published decoders. The comparison is
carried out in terms of implementation technology, supported
codes and decoded modes, maximum achieved throughput,
internal parallelism and occupied area. The area of each
implementation is scaled up to 90 nm process technology
for fair comparison. The scaling factors of( 90

130)
2 and (90

65)
2

are used for 130 nm and 65 nm technologies, respectively. A
parameter called Throughput to Area Ratio (TAR) [24] is used
to evaluate the area efficiency of the designed decoder. Another
metric used for comparison purposes is Decoding Efficiency
(DE), defined as the number of decoded bits per clock cycle
per iteration. DE evaluates the degree of parallelism actually
offered by the decoder architecture. As shown in Table III,
the proposed architecture achieves better TAR than the other
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Figure 6. Frame Error Rate (BER), code rate 1/3

implementations. The DE is better than [6], [7], [8], [20],
[18] and [22], whereas [17] and [21] achieve better DE,
but they are very expensive architectures, with huge area
occupation. So the proposed architecture achieves more than
sufficient throughput for 3GPP LTE standard at the cost of
lower occupied area than required for most of the alternate
solutions.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an already developed parallel turbo decoder
for 3GPP LTE standard is modified with a new architecture
of non-recursive max∗ operator. The analysis shows that with
the new max∗ operator, significant area can be saved and
throughput enough to meet the standard requirement can be
achieved. The new max∗ operator is implemented with a very
simple logic i.e., by finding just the two maximums and then
adding them with a correction term, taken from a LUT.
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